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Now you’ve seen what your 
D-Block was like in the 80s, help
us add another layer of local 
history to the archive.  We want 
to see how much your area has
changed (or even if it has changed
at all) and for that we need your
pictures and your stories.

YOUR PICTURES

Print off the three pictures from
your D-Block and attach them
here. Find the locations and, using
the print outs to match up the
view, re-photograph the scene. 
Send it to us using the email 
form at bbc.co.uk/domesday.



Whilst you’re out and about think
about the articles from your 
D-Block and the world they 
describe; what has happened in 
the last quarter of a century and
how is your area different now?

Here are some things to think
about to get you started.  

1>Rural landscapes 

have changed...

…buildings demolished, estates built, farming practices
changed. What was the land used for in 1986 and what 
is there now: fields or buildings, derelict wasteland or
wildlife meadows? 

YOUR STORIES

2>Technology has 

changed...

…in a remarkably short while, our use of communications
and media has utterly transformed. Computers, phones,
television and transport are all different. What can you see
in your square now: phone boxes or mobile phone masts,
TV aerials or satellite dishes?

3>society has changed...

…do we get together like we used to? What do we
wear? How do we play? What community groups do we
belong to? Do the generations mix as much these days
and what is it like to be elderly now compared to then?

4>Towns and cities 

have changed...

...some buildings come and go, some last hundreds of
years. How has our interest in sustainability changed 
our ideas of taste and design? Have urban regeneration
projects altered the way we use our inner cities?

5>Work has changed...

…how do most people make a living in your block now?
Have the days of the pit or the factory gone? What new
industries, if any, have taken their place?
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Indentify the changes that have
taken place over the last 25 years
and build a picture of what it’s like
where you live today.  

If you would like your pictures or stories included in the archive go to
bbc.co.uk/domesday and use the email form to send them to us.
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